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Abstract—In ground vehicles, tire consumption is in general mainly due to the mileage covered, and in fact the life span of tires, at least in common situations, is rather long. In the aeronautical context, and for aircraft in particular, instead, tire consumption plays a crucial role in determining the maintenance costs. This is due to the fact that, in aircraft braking, nearly all maneuvers activate the anti-skid controller, which remains in use for long time intervals. In ground vehicles, instead ABS systems are usually active for short time intervals which cover a part of the braking maneuvers only. Thus, tire consumption in the automotive context is usually studied under constant speed assumptions. In this work, we formulate a tire consumption models that encompasses explicitly the wheel acceleration/deceleration dynamics, and we show that tire wear can be directly related to the anti-skid controller parameters. Based on this, a sensitivity analysis of tire-consumption versus braking performance is carried out, showing that the braking control problem can be reformulated as a tire consumption regulation one.

I. INTRODUCTION

Historically, anti-skid controllers have been at first developed for aircraft braking systems. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, a very limited scientific literature is available on this topic. In the current industrial practice, anti-skid systems are mainly provided by braking systems suppliers as black-boxes that come with the actuation system, and which only need connection with the wheel speed sensor. The automotive field, at first, inherited the anti-skid technology from the aeronautical world, but later developed refined and advanced techniques for active braking control, using for this purpose a rich set of sensors that allow one to reconstruct the whole vehicle dynamics, see e.g., [1].

Another relevant difference between the two contexts is that, in aircraft, the anti-skid is in general activated on all braking maneuvers, both in the case of landing and rejected take offs, i.e., those cases in which the aircraft, during the strong acceleration preceding the take-off has to unexpectedly reject it and come to a halt. Moreover, once activated, the braking controller remains active for the most part of the braking maneuver. This means that the wheel skid induced by the controller has a long time over which it acts continuously on the wheels, consequently inducing a significant consumption of the tires. In turn, this makes the cost of changing tires that reach their end of life one of the most relevant in aircraft maintenance. To fix the scope of the considered problem, let us refer to Figure 1, which shows on the top the different phases of an aircraft landing, and, on the bottom, a possible corresponding time history of speed and skid, assuming that an anti-skid controller is in place. The right part of Figure 1 shows the energy share between touch-down and braking is of approximately 10% for the former (when the still wheels are abruptly put in contact with the ground and experience a very strong skid once they feel the very large forward speed induced by the aircraft inertia at the beginning of the wheel-on-ground phase) and 90% for the latter. Thus, in case we can relate the anti-skid tuning with the resulting tire-wear, then we have a means of significantly vary the tire consumption by acting on the controller itself. Of course, such a reduction in consumption must not result in an overly degradation of braking performance. This work aims at proving this concept, studying the interplay between anti-skid control and tire wear.

The obtained results lead to the idea that tire consumption can actually be controlled via anti-skid control design, which is demonstrated in this paper. This concept, and its further elaboration, have been recently protected with a patent application, [2].

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the landing gear dynamics, while, Section III outlines the dynamic tire consumption model proposed in this work. Further, Section IV briefly introduces the anti-skid control algorithms considered in this work and Section V performs the combined analysis of anti-skid control and tire consumption. Finally, Section VI shows how one can directly control tire-consumption and obtain a safe braking at the same time.

where $v$ (see Fig. 3) were proposed in the literature. A widely-used expression and the wheel slip defined as $F$ by the longitudinal force between the chassis and the wheel. The tire-runway interaction is defined as $\omega$ being the angular wheel speed. The hub speed is defined as $\lambda$ as the wheel hub speed, $r$ is the wheel radius and $\omega$ is the angular wheel speed. The hub speed is defined as $v_h = v_a - \dot{\theta} L_{gw}$.

where $v_a$ is the aircraft longitudinal speed, $\theta$ is gear walk angular speed and $L_{gw}$ is the length of the link between the chassis and the wheel. The tire-runway interaction is defined by the longitudinal force $F_z$ as a function of the vertical load and the wheel slip defined as

$$F_z = F_z \mu(\lambda).$$

In this formulation, $\mu(\lambda)$ is the longitudinal friction coefficient, which is a function of the wheel slip and describes the available friction depending on the runway types of surfaces. Various empirical analytical expressions of $\mu(\lambda)$ were proposed in the literature. A widely-used expression (see e.g., [1], [5]) is the so-called Burckhardt model

$$\mu(\lambda) = \vartheta_i (1 - e^{-\lambda \vartheta_i}) - \lambda \vartheta_3,$$

where the description of the road surface is given by $\vartheta_i$, $i = 1,2,3$. Different values of these parameters allow to model different tire-road friction conditions, from high-grip asphalt to snow (see Fig. 3).

The main difference between the control-oriented description of the landing gear and the automotive single-corner model is the presence of the so-called gear walk phenomenon. Such a phenomenon can be described as an oscillatory motion of the landing gear in the longitudinal direction taking place about a normally static vertical center line. This motion is due to the interaction between tire and runway modulated by the vertical load which deflects the landing gear. Such an oscillation may of course interact with the anti-skid closed-loop behavior, and must be considered in the design of anti-skid systems for aircraft, see e.g., [4], [6]. The control-oriented view of the gear-walk phenomenon in a landing gear can be compactly described as a rotational spring-damper, as shown in Figure 2.

In the modeling of the landing gear, a constant wheel radius and static vertical load are considered. Both assumptions come from the single-corner approach, the starting point for this paper, which does not take into account the suspension dynamics. In the automotive field, neglecting the suspension dynamics during the braking control system design, results in only a retuning of the controller parameters; this takes into account the load transfer dynamics and it generally produces different controller parameters for the front and rear wheels. This approach relies upon the fact that wheel dynamics are sufficiently faster than chassis and suspension excitation frequencies.

The non-linear model of the aircraft landing gear, which is schematically represented in Fig. 2, can be described as

$$\begin{align*}
(m_a + m_w + m_{gw}) \dot{v}_a - J_0 \dot{\theta} &= -F_x - F_{drag} \\
J_\theta \ddot{\theta} - J_\theta \dot{v}_a + c_\theta \dot{\theta} + k_\theta \theta &= L_{gw} F_x \\
J_w \ddot{\theta} &= r F_z - T_h,
\end{align*}$$

where $J_\theta = \left( \frac{L_{gw} m_a}{2} + L_{gw} m_w \right)$, $J_\theta = \left( J_{gw} \left( \frac{L_{gw} m_a}{2} + L_{gw} m_w \right) \right)$ and $F_{drag} = c_d v_a^2$ is the drag force. The parameter $c_d$ is tuned based on experimental data that are not reported here for sake of brevity.

Using experimental data, see [7], the actuator dynamics were modeled with the a second-order transfer function with complex-conjugate poles and a cut-off frequency of approx $15$Hz, which is used in the simulation setting.
III. TIRE WEAR MODELLING

The tire wear phenomenon is due to several mechanisms ranging from mechanical delamination to rubber oxidation [8], [9]. It is strongly non-linear, and it is influenced by numerous variables, such as contact geometry, the presence of contaminants between contact surfaces, tire temperature and pressure, to name the most important. Furthermore, see also [10], [11], the most relevant dynamic factors are the longitudinal vehicle speed, the longitudinal slip and the tire side-slip angle, i.e., the angle between the tire longitudinal axis and the direction of the tire longitudinal speed. As in this work the focus is on longitudinal braking maneuver, as those performed during landings and RTOs, in what follows the tire side-slip angle can be considered null, as tire longitudinal axis and tire speed are aligned.

A suitable analytical tire wear model can be now derived: from a physical viewpoint, tire wear is generated by the difference between the longitudinal frictional power \( F \times v \) and the braking power \( T_b \omega \); this second term can be obtained from the rotational wheel dynamics in (7). Tire wear power \( (TW) \) is then defined as follows:

\[
TW = F_x(v_h - \omega r) + J_\omega \omega \dot{\omega} = F_x v_h \lambda + J_\omega \omega \dot{\omega}.
\] (8)

Note that the second term represents the wear contributions due to the typical wheel speed oscillations introduced by the ABS control algorithm ([12], [13]) and it is typically disregarded in the automotive literature ([11]). This is consistent with the fact that, in the automotive context, the ABS is very rarely activated and the main reason behind tire wear is the consumption over a considerable amount of travelled distance with negligible contributions of the wheel deceleration during common usage. On the other hand, in the aeronautical world, tire wear is mostly related to the braking manoeuvres in a landing/RTO during which ABS is always activated: by means of the second term in (8), significant wheel speed oscillations introduced by the anti-skid itself can be included in the analysis of the tire wear phenomenon.

In Figure 4a, a steady-state sensitivity analysis of (8) is shown. By inspecting the left figure, one has confirmation of the physical interpretation of the tire wear phenomenon described: as wheel slip and longitudinal speed increase, a larger tire wear power is generated, thus increasing the overall tire consumption.

Furthermore, according to [8], [10], the mass loss per unit contact area can be computed as

\[
\Delta m = f_1 P_{cont} \] (mg/mm²)

\[
\Delta M = \Delta m l_2 \Delta S, \quad [mg]
\] (10)

where \( P = TW / a_{cont} \) and \( a_{cont} \) is the contact area between tire and road. From 9, the total mass loss during the braking manoeuvre can be computed as in 10 where \( l_2 \) is the tire width and \( \Delta S \) is the stopping distance. In Figure 4b, the results obtained using Equation (9) are reported.

IV. STRUCTURE OF THE ANTI-SKID CONTROLLERS

In order to study the interplay between tire wear and anti-skid control, two braking control approaches will be used: a deceleration-based controller that induces a limit-cycle behaviour and a pure slip controller.

**Traditional anti-skid control approach**

For mimicking the behaviour of commercial aeronautic anti-skid controllers, in view of the specification of using a single measurement given by the rotational speed of the wheel of the considered landing gear, a deceleration-based control algorithm must be employed. For the design of such an algorithm we leveraged on the work first presented in [13], where a threshold-based control algorithm was proposed, using only the wheel deceleration, that allows achieving a stable limit cycle on the wheel slip, which in principle should position itself around the optimal value of the wheel slip for the given friction condition, of course assumed to be unknown. Such an algorithm is referred to as 5-phase in view of its finite state machine representation. The algorithm is based on thresholds on the wheel deceleration \( \dot{a}_{wh} \), computed by appropriately differentiating the measured wheel speed, imposes a value to the time derivative of the braking torque \( \dot{T}_b \), which can be either zero, positive, or negative. According to its value, the torque in the given phase of the algorithm will be held constant, or increased, or decreased. The alternation of such actions allows obtaining a limit cycle of the wheel slip which, with the given basic version of the algorithm, is proved to enjoy stability properties. The interested reader is referred to [12] for more details.

A typical closed-loop behaviour of such controller is shown in the left part of Figure 1, which shows that the wheel slip indeed evolves on a limit-cycle. By computing the average wheel slip achieved in the braking maneuver, indicated with \( \lambda_{mean} \), in the case shown in Figure 1 we obtained \( \lambda_{mean} = 0.19 \). Note that \( \lambda_{mean} \) will be the variable
of interest to define the tire-wear associated to the braking maneuver.

**Slip control**
To introduce the wheel slip controller, we first define the normalized wheel deceleration as

\[ \eta = \frac{\omega r}{g}, \tag{11} \]

where \( \omega \) is the wheel deceleration and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration. Such a variable allows one to compare directly the wheel deceleration to that of the body of the aircraft expressed in \( g \). The controller, in this case, is designed based on the linearized braking dynamics with standard frequency-domain loop-shaping methods for linear and time-invariant systems, leading to a transfer function representation \( R(s) \) of the final controller, [1].

A typical closed-loop behaviour of the slip controller is that is which the wheel slip indeed evolves toward the desired set-point value. The following section will relate the tire consumption with the wheel slip set-point value, assuming that the latter will be reached and maintained during the maneuver thanks to the action of the slip controller.

V. Tire-wear analysis: sensitivity to anti-skid braking

Based upon the modelling of the tire wear phenomenon described in Section III, it is now possible to evaluate and compare the tire mass-loss obtained with both the anti-skid control logics described in Section IV. To concisely describe the performance side of the control system, the stopping distance \( \Delta S \) is considered as a relevant and easily definable cost function.

\[ \Delta m = \int \frac{M}{m} ds, \tag{9} \]

where \( \frac{M}{m} \) is the tire mass-loss expressed in g. The controller, in this case, is designed based on the linearized braking dynamics with standard frequency-domain loop-shaping methods for linear and time-invariant systems, leading to a transfer function representation \( R(s) \) of the final controller, [1].

The overall results are reported in Figure 6 where Figure 6a refers to the normalised mass loss \( \Delta m \) of equation (9) while 6b refers to the mass loss \( \Delta M \) of equation (10). On the horizontal axis is reported the stopping distance \( \Delta S \). Note that between these two figures there is only a scale factor given by the overall covered area during the braking manoeuvre (\( l_2 \Delta S \)).

From these figures, three main results can be withdrawn: first of all, the greatest tire wear level has been obtained using 5ph-ABS compared to all the manoeuvres performed using the slip-based control logic; this controller is deceleration-based and represents the behaviour of a commercial anti-skid. Second, a strong correlation between tire wear and the reference value \( \lambda_{ref}^{SLIP} \) is observed using a pure slip controller (SLIP). Consistently with the physical interpretation of this phenomenon the nearer the reference slip value \( \lambda_{ref}^{SLIP} \) to the one corresponding to the peak of the friction curve, the higher the tire wear level and the lower the stopping distance. This trend is graphically indicated with arrows in the direction of increasing \( \lambda_{ref}^{SLIP} \).

Consider that such an effect cannot be obtained with the 5-phase control system, as its paradigm is that of not specifying a wheel slip set-point, but to automatically bring the wheel slip of the closed-loop system to cycle around its optimal value, i.e., that corresponding to the peak of the friction curve for the current runaway condition.

Most interestingly, a strong and tangible difference between slip-based and acceleration-based control approaches is revealed: looking at the results achieved with the 5-phase algorithms, in fact, one may see that absolutely reasonable and acceptable results are obtained as far as performance are concerned, but little or no degrees of freedom are available.
to act on the tire consumption.

In fact, by tuning the controller parameters small modifications of the resulting limit cycle may be obtained, but these in turn reflect in only very small variations of the average value of the wheel slip obtained in closed-loop, and thus minor modifications of the final tire mass-loss. Note also that such modifications can be carried out having in mind not to alter the closed-loop stability and robustness against, for example, the unknown road conditions.

Looking at the slip control approach, instead, it is apparent that a great flexibility in accommodating constraints that can optimally mix performance and tire consumption is indeed available. To better quantify this observation, the content of Figure 6b has been normalised as in Figure 7 (the horizontal axis has been normalized with respect to the highest stopping distance value corresponding to \(\lambda_{\text{ref}} = 0.01\); the vertical axis with respect to the highest tire wear value for \(\lambda_{\text{ref}} = 0.17\). This Figure shows the main advantage of a slip control: tire wear is reduced of almost 50% with respect to the classical deceleration-based (5ph-ABS) without compromising the braking performances in terms of stopping distance. Furthermore, thanks to the significant slope of the pareto curve, slightly reducing \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) would allow to achieve a further tire wear reduction with an almost negligible increase in the stopping distance.

Overall, these results show that a very promising way to be able of directly and knowingly influencing the tire consumption in aircraft is to design the anti-skid control system solving a slip regulation problem. Of course, this implies that a new measurement must be made available to obtain an estimate of the aircraft speed. If connecting the main flight controller with the braking system to directly send to it the aircraft speed measurement given by the main inertial measurement unit (IMU), a landing-gear-based solution can be devised placing a local IMU on the rigid part of the landing gear to get information for estimating the aircraft speed, thus avoiding critical coupling among the different subsystems.

VI. TIRE WEAR CONTROL

We now focus on the control of the tire wear during the braking maneuver. In particular, starting from the relationship between the wheel slip reference \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) and the Pareto curve in the plane \(\Delta S - \Delta m\) analysed in Section V, we leverage this information to select the most suitable reference value \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) that ensures the desired consumption level.

![Fig. 8. Schematic view of the tire-wear control approach.](image)

To this end, assuming for example that no too stringent constraints on the stopping distance \(\Delta S\) are in play (which may come, for example, in cases of particularly short runaways), one could decide to reduce the tire consumption while maintaining sufficient braking performance. The control scheme in Figure 8 shows how to automatically define the reference value \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) which results from the selection of a desired tire wear level expressed as a mass-loss \(\Delta m_{\text{ref}}\).

![Fig. 9. Mass loss as a function of the stopping distance for varying slip reference value \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) and varying road condition (dry and wet).](image)

For this purpose, using the Burckhardt friction curve models, the tire wear map of both dry and wet asphalt is obtained (dry asphalt curve is the same one as in Figure 6b). Notice that the same trend of the dry asphalt Pareto curve is maintained also in the wet asphalt road condition. Note also that, once the desired mass loss is fixed, the corresponding reference value \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) is very similar between dry and wet asphalt road condition as reported in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\Delta m) [mg]</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{dry}})</th>
<th>(\lambda_{\text{wet}})</th>
<th>(\Delta \lambda_{\text{ref}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table I**

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AT FIXED \(\Delta M\)

In order to better visualize the effect of a \(\mu\)-jump on the performance of tire wear control, Figures 10 and 11 show the consequence of such an event during the braking manoeuvre. In particular, before the beginning of the braking manoeuvre, \(\Delta M_{\text{ref}} = 3000\text{mg}\) is selected on dry asphalt and the anti-skid corresponding reference value is selected as \(\lambda_{\text{ref}} = 0.127\). When the aircraft speed reaches 100km/h the \(\mu\)-jump event occurs and a different behaviour can be observed: Figure 10 shows the adaptation of the slip reference value to the corresponding one for wet asphalt, i.e., \(\lambda_{\text{ref}} = 0.137\), while 11 shows that the initial reference value is maintained after the change of road condition. As already noted from the numerical values, a very small difference of \(\lambda_{\text{ref}}\) is observed between dry and wet asphalt which means that even if the \(\mu\)-jump event is not detected, and thus the set-point is not adjusted, the performance are quite similar and ensure a satisfying behavior, both in terms of final mass-loss of the
tire and of the braking performance.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper studied tire consumption in aircraft braking, presenting a model that allows computing the mass-loss experienced by a tire during anti-skid braking maneuvers. Moreover, the dynamic interplay between closed-loop braking control and tire consumption has been evaluated, revealing an interested opportunity to strongly reduce tire consumption at the price of a small, and a priori predictable, increase in the braking distance, using an anti-skid control approach designed as a slip regulation problem. Based on this rationale, a tire-consumption regulation loop was designed, showing that a combined management of tire-wear levels and braking performance can be obtained rather straightforwardly.
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